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Abstract. An optimized certificate-based protocol for mobile network with authentication and security has been pro-

posed by Yi et al.. This protocol allows efficient computation and less storage requirement in the mobile device. As a result,

less power is consumed in the mobile device. However, in 1999, 2002, and 2003, Martin et al., Wong, and Laih et al. respec-

tively showed Yi et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to some attacks, but did not remedy these attacks. In this paper, the authors

propose an improved protocol to remedy these attacks. Using the new protocol, the protection against attacks can be assured.

The security of the key distribution on the mobile network is enhanced as well.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, mobile communication is widespread
in the world, and has become a necessity in our daily
lives. Despite the convenience of mobile communi-
cation, an important issue, the security of commu-
nication, has drawn the attention of researchers and
manufacturers. Mobile communication is vulnerable
to data interception and unauthorized access than
wired communication networks. Among these secu-
rity threats, privacy of communication and authenti-
cation of the user are the two major security problems
yet to be solved [4, 5, 10, 15, 22].

Privacyis the most obvious need for a cryptosys-
tem. It ensures the private messages will not be dis-
closed to illegal users. When a message is transmitted
through the networks, it is first encrypted and any-
one who tries to read it has to have a secret key to
decipher the information. Even if the message is in-
tercepted on the network, no one can read it unless
he/she is a legal receiver. In the mobile network, pri-
vacy involves ensuring that an eavesdropper cannot
successfully decipher the information transmitted by
mobile users [14, 17, 25].

Authenticationis a mechanism to ensure only le-
gal users can access the network. When a mobile user
tries to setup a communication session with another
user, he/she must verify the identity of the other. This
is a mutual authentication process to prevent a fraud-
ulent user from accessing the network [8, 13, 16, 24].
In the mobile network, authentication involves ensur-
ing that the network services are not obtained fraudu-
lently.

There have been many research efforts aiming at
designing secure protocols for privacy and authenti-
cation on the mobile network [1–4, 10, 15, 23, 26].
In [23], Yi et al. proposed a certificate-based protocol
which has the advantages of simpler algebraic com-
putation and less storage space required in the mo-
bile device, thereby, reducing the power consumption
in the mobile device. In their method (called YOL
protocol), the mobile user and the base station can
easily achieve mutual authentication, and a more effi-
cient scheme of key distribution is proposed. Despite
the advantage of their method, it is obvious that their
method cannot protect certificate against replaying at-
tack [9, 18]. To resist the replaying attack, Hwang et
al. proposed an extended version of YOL protocol us-
ing timestamp [9]. However, Wong pointed out that
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Hwang et al.’s protocol is also vulnerable to the re-
playing attack [21]. In addition, Laih et al. and Wong
respectively pointed out that the YOL protocol is vul-
nerable to an attack which allows an adversary to
forge a mobile user to login [12, 21]. We will discuss
the security flaws of YOL protocol in Section 3.

In this paper, a significant improvement of YOL
protocol is proposed. We will show that the proposed
protocol provides the ability to ensure privacy and au-
thentication on mobile communication, and remedy
the security flaw of YOL protocol. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we
review the YOL protocol and point out its drawbacks
in Section 3. Then our protocol is discussed in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we analyze the security of our
protocol. Finally, we conclude this paper in the last
section.

2. Review of YOL Protocol

Yi, Okamoto, and Lam proposed an optimized
protocol for mobile network authentication and se-
curity [23]. It’s a protocol which utilizes the ElGa-
mal signature [7] and Diffie-Hellman’s key distribu-
tion protocol [6]. This protocol can be divided into
two phases: (1) certification and (2) mutual authen-
tication and key distribution, as described in the fol-
lowing two subsections.

2.1. Certification

In this phase, each participant of the mobile net-
work is assigned a certificate by a trusted certification
authority (CA). The CA provides the public key cer-
tification service and is considered as a trusted third
party.

1. Each participant has a triplet,(p, q, g), chosen
by the CA, wherep is a large prime number,q is a
large factor of(p− 1), andg = h(p−1)/q mod p with
h being an integer satisfying(1 < h < p − 1) and
h(p−1)/q mod p > 1.

2. Each participant uses the triplet to generate
its public and secret keys. Let the public and secret
keys of a mobile user be denoted by(ym, xm), where
(ym = gxm mod p) andxm is a secret number cho-
sen randomly fromGF (q)∗. When the mobile user
completes the computation ofxm andym, he/she can
removeq and g from the memory to save storage
space. In a similar way, the pair of public and secret
keys of a base station and CA are denoted by(yb, xb)
and(yca, xca), respectively.

3. CA constructsCx using standard X.509 [11].
For a mobile userm, Cm contains such information
as the certificate serial number, validity period, the
ID of m, the public keyym of m, the ID of CA,
and the public keyyca of CA. For a base station b,

CA also constructsCb in the same way. Then, both
the user and the base station compute the hash values
h(Cm) andh(Cb), respectively, by the block cipher
techniques (such as IDEA [20]).

4. Each participant has his/her certificate created
by the CA:Certca,b ≡ (Cb, sb, tb) for the base sta-
tion andCertca,m ≡ (Cm, sm, tm) for the mobile
user. The certificate involves two numbers,sb andtb,
wheresb = grb mod p with rb is random number
chosen fromGF (p)∗; and(tb = −sb−h(Cb)× rb×
x−1

ca mod q). In the similar way,sm = grm mod p
and(tm = −sm − h(Cm)× rm × x−1

ca mod q).

2.2. Mutual Authentication and Key Distribution

When a mobile user and a base station try to
communicate with each other, they use their certifi-
cates for mutual authentication. And then a session
key is determined for communication between them.
The detailed process is shown in Figure 1 and is de-
scribed as follows.

1. When a mobile user wants to communicate
with a base station, he/she sends aSETUP signal
and the certificateCertca,m to the base station.

2. When the base station receives the certificate,
it can verify the validity of the mobile user by check-
ing the equality of the following equation:

ysm+tm
ca × sh(Cm)

m mod p = 1. (1)

Then he/she sendsCONNECT signal, his/her certi-
ficationCertca,b, andy−xb

m × k mod p to the mobile
user, wherek is a random number working as a ses-
sion key to communicate between the mobile user and
the base station.

3. When the mobile user receives the certificate
of base station, he/she can verify the validity of the
base station by checking the equality of the following
equation:

ysb+tb
ca × s

h(Cb)
b mod p = 1. (2)

Then he/she can factork out of y−xb
m × k mod p by

computing:

yxm

b × (y−xb
m × k) mod p = k.

Consequently, they can use the session keyk to
encrypt and decrypt the transmitted message using
a symmetric cryptosystem [20] between the mobile
user and base station.

3. Cryptanalysis of YOL Protocol

In 1999, Martin and Mitchell proposed some
comments on YOL protocol [18]. Later, in 2002,
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Fig. 1. The YOL protocol

Wong proposed a forgery attack to YOL protocol
[21]. In 2003, Laih et al. also proposed another
forgery attack to YOL protocol [12]. We show their
cryptanalysis of YOL protocol in the following three
subsections.

3.1. Martin et al. Attack

Martin and Mitchell proposed some comments
on YOL protocol. We described their comments as
follows.

1. The protocol cannot protect the certificate
from replaying attack for mobile network. Although
an attacker cannot obtain the session key to eavesdrop
the communication, he/she can intercept the certifi-
cateCertca,m of the mobile user (orCertca,b of the
base station) and replay it. An attacker can pass the
authentication from the mobile user or the base sta-
tion even though he/she cannot eavesdrop the com-
munication between them, and both the mobile user
and the base station would believe the attacker is a
legal user.

2. There is no implicit key authentication from
the mobile user to the base station, since the mobile
user has to trust that the base station had generated
the key on its own and by a suitable technique.

3. There is no mechanism for enabling the mo-
bile user to check that the computed key is indeed
correct.

4. In addition, if the session key,k, is known
by an attacker one day, the other session key is de-
rived. We explain as follows. If an attacker intercept
y−xb

m ×k mod p from the transmitted message, he/she
can separatey−xb

m mod p by computing:

y−xb
m × k(modp)

k(modp)
= y−xb

m (modp).

In next communication between the mobile user and
base station, the attacker can derive this session key,
k′, from y−xb

m mod p by computing:

y−xb
m × k′(modp)
y−xb

m (modp)
= k′.

3.2. Wong Attack

Without knowing the secret keyxca of CA, any
attacker can easily construct a forged certification
(C ′, s′, t′) that could be verified successfully by all
participants in the network andC ′ can be chosen ar-
bitrarily to pretend a mobile user or a base station. We
brief this attack as follows.

1. An intruder can intercept a valid certificate
(C, s, t). The intruder computes(s + t)h(C)−1 =
−rx−1(modq). Let X = −rx−1(modq).

2. The intruder can choose a messageC ′ and
then generate the corresponding(s′, t′), wheres′ = s
andt′ = −s′ + h(C ′)X(modq).

3. It can be seen that this(C ′, s′, t′) satisfies
Equations (1) and (2).

3.3. Laih et al. Attack

Laih et al. proposed another forgery attack. An
intruder can also construct a forged certification
(C ′, s′, t′) without knowing the secret keyxca of CA.
The attack is briefed as follows.

1. An intruder randomly choose an integeru
and a messageC ′. The intruder computess′ =
(yu

ca)−h(C′)−1
(modp).

2. Computet′ = u− s′(modq).
3. It can be seen that this(C ′, s′, t′) satisfies

Equations (1) and (2).
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4. The Proposed Protocol

We have indicated the drawbacks of YOL proto-
col in the previous section. In the following, we de-
scribe a new protocol to remedy those shortcomings.
The new protocol can also be divided into two phases:
(1) certification and (2) mutual authentication and key
distribution, described as follows:

4.1. Certification

In this phase, the first 3 steps are the same as
those in the certification phase of YOL protocol.
However, Step 4 in YOL protocol is modified as fol-
lows.

4’. The CA creates certificatesCertca,b = (Cb, sb, tb)
for the base station andCertca,m = (Cm, sm, tm)
for the mobile user. Here,sb = grb mod p; rb is a ran-
dom number chosen fromGF (p)∗; tb = −h(Cb) ×
rb × x−1

ca mod q; sm = grm mod p; and tm =
−h(Cm)× rm × x−1

ca mod q.

4.2. Mutual Authentication and Key Distribution

When a mobile user and a base station try to
communicate with each other, they use their certifi-
cates for mutual authentication. And then a session
key is determined for communication between them.
The detailed process is shown in Figure 2 and is de-
scribed as follows.

1. Mobile user to base station (m to b):
When a mobile user wants to communicate with a
base station, he/she sends aSETUP signal, the cer-
tification Cert′ca,m and T = (T1m, T2m) to the
base station, whereCert′ca,m = (Cm, zm, tm) with
zm = sTm

m mod p, andTm is a time-stamp of mo-
bile user.T1m and T2m are the signature ofTm. It
is based on Nyberg-Rueppel signature scheme [19].
Mobile user generates a random numberr. He/she
then computesT1m = Tmgr mod p and T2m =
(xmT1m + r) mod q.

2. Base station to mobile user (b to m):
When the base station receivesT , and certification of
the mobile user,(zm, tm), he/she extracts the time-
stampTm from Tm = g−T2myT1m

m T1m mod p and
verifies the validity of time-stamp and certification of
the mobile user as follows.

ytm×Tm
ca × zh(Cm)

m mod p = 1. (3)

If the validity of time-stamp and Equation (3) hold,
the base station sendsCONNECT signal, the certi-
ficationCert′ca,b = (Cb, zb, tb) with zb = sTb

b mod
p, and T ′ = (T1b, T2b) to the mobile user, where
Tb is a time-stamp of base station,T1b andT2b are
the signature ofTb, T1b = Tbg

r′ mod p, T2b =

(xbT1b+r′) mod q, andr′ is a random number gener-
ated by base station. Next, the base station generates
a session key,Kc = f(Ki, Tb), for secure commu-
nication between the mobile user and the base sta-
tion. Here,Ki = yxb

m mod p is a secret parameter;
f(Ki, Tb) is a one-way hash function [20] with two
parameters,Ki andTb.

3. Between mobile user and base station (m
and b):
When the mobile user receivesT ′, and certification
of the base station,(zb, tb), he/she extracts the time-
stampTb from Tb = g−T2byT1b

b T1b mod p and veri-
fies the validity of time-stamp and certification of the
base station as follows.

ytb×Tb
ca × z

h(Cb)
b mod p = 1. (4)

If the validity of time-stamp,Tb, and Equation (4)
hold, the mobile user uses theKi = yxm

b mod p,
a secret parameter, to derive the session key,Kc =
f(Ki, Tb). Finally, they can use theKc to encrypt and
decrypt the transmitted messages using the symmetric
cryptosystem [20].

5. Cryptanalysis of The Proposed Protocol

The proposed protocol is based on the difficulty
of solving discrete logarithms problem and the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange scheme [6]. It is impossible
for anyone to obtain the session key (Kc) and the se-
cret parameter (Ki) without the knowledge of the se-
cret key, eitherxm of the mobile user orxb of the base
station, to eavesdrop the communication between the
mobile users and base stations.

Five characteristics can be identified in our method:

1. An attacker cannot forge a valid signature pair
(z, t) without knowing the secret keyxca of CA. In
addition, it is impossible to generate a correct pair of
(z, t) because it is extremely difficult to solve fort (or
z) using Equations (3) and (4).
The attacks proposed by Wang [21] and Laih et al.
[12] cannot work successfully in our protocol. In
Wong’s attack: if an intruder intercepts a valid certifi-
cate(C, z, t), he/she computes(z + t)h(C)−1(mod
q), which is not equal to−rx−1(modq). Hence, the
Wong’s attack cannot work in our protocol. In Laih
et al.’s attack: an intruder may randomly choose an
integeru and a messageC ′. The intruder computes
s′ = (yu

ca)−h(C′)−1
(modp). And then he/she com-

putest′ = u − s′(modq). It can be seen that this
(C ′, s′, t′) does not satisfy Equations (3) and (4) with
s′ andt′ substituting forz andt, respectively. There-
fore, our protocol is more secure than YOL protocol.
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Fig. 2. The proposed protocol

2. Time-stamps are used to prevent the certifi-
cate from replaying attack. By checking the valid-
ity of time-stamp, the system can prevent an attacker
from replaying the messages. We use the Nyberg-
Rueppel signature scheme [19] to sign the time-
stamp. This technique can be used to prove that the
time-stamp is sent from a particular mobile user or
base station.

3. An attacker cannot eavesdrop the communi-
cation between mobile users and base stations with-
out knowing the session keyKc. Kc is generated by a
one-way hash function with two parameters,Ki and
Tb. SinceKi is protected by the secret key of mobile
user or base station, an attacker cannot deriveKc.

4. Since all session keys,Kc, are independent,
an attacker cannot use the prior session key to derive
the other session keys.

5. In our scheme, the session key,Kc, is gener-
ated by a one-way hash function,f , with two param-
eters,Ki andTb. If the Equations (3) and (4) hold, the
mobile user and the base station can confirm the time-
stamp,Tb, and secret parameter,Ki = yxb

m mod p =
yxm

b mod p. Therefore, our scheme can achieve key
authentication [18].

With the aforementioned five properties, our pro-
tocol can achieve the requirements stated in Martin
and Mitchell [18].

6. Conclusions

Although YOL’s protocol has properties of sim-
pler algebraic operations, less storage space, and less
power consumption on the mobile device, it is still
vulnerable to attacks as pointed out in [12, 18, 21]. In
this paper, we propose an improvement to remedy the

weaknesses of YOL protocol by using time-stamps.
The improvements are three folds:

• Our method is able to prevent an attacker
from replaying or forging certificate.

• It is impossible to obtain the session key
because it is protected by the secret keys of
mobile user and base station. In addition, the
session key is changed constantly, which
makes it more difficult to be broken.

• It is harmless that the obsolete session key,
Kc, is known by an attacker.
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